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IMGT®, the international ImMunoGeneTics information system® , http://www.imgt.org [1], is the global reference in immunogenetics and immunoinformatics [2], founded in 1989 by Marie-Paule Lefranc at
Montpellier (Université de Montpellier and CNRS). IMGT is a high-quality integrated knowledge resource specialized in the immunoglobulins (IG) or antibodies, T cell receptors (TR), major histocompatibility
(MH) of humans and other vertebrate species, and in the immunoglobulin superfamily (IgSF), MH superfamily (MhSF) and related proteins of the immune system (RPI) of vertebrates and invertebrates.
IMGT® has been built on the IMGT-ONTOLOGY axioms and concepts, which bridged the gap between genes, sequences, and three-dimensional (3D) structures. The concepts include the IMGT ® standardized
keywords (concepts of identification), IMGT® standardized labels (concepts of description), IMGT® standardized nomenclature (concepts of classification), IMGT unique numbering, and IMGT Colliers de Perles
(concepts of numerotation) [2]. IMGT® comprises seven databases, 15,000 pages of web resources, and 17 online tools [1]. Annotated data of IMGT/mAb-DB [3] and IMGT/2Dstructure-DB [4] are being used to
generate the IMGT standard definition of an antibody, from receptor [5] to amino acid changes [6].
Therapeutic proteins found in IMGT/mAb-DB and IMGT/2Dstructure-DB include the IG or antibodies (defined as containing at least one IG variable domain), the fusion protein for immune application (FPIA), the
composite protein for clinical application (CPCA) and related protein of the immune system (RPI).
®
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Data from IMGT/mAb-DB

Data from IMGT/3Dstructure-DB

Comparing CDR-IMGT 3D

IMGT/mAb-DB on-line since 2010 is the IMGT® database created as an
interface for therapeutic proteins. It contains 807 entries which comprise
690 IG, 25 FPIA, 45 CPCA and 42 RPI. IMGT/mAb-DB provides the
receptor identification in one of the categories (IG, FPIA, CPCA, RPI, and
potentially TR and MH if entries become available), links to
IMGT/2Dstructure-DB (for entries with AA sequences available) and to
IMGT/3Dstructure-DB (for entries with three-dimensional (3D) structures
available), target name with the HGNC nomenclature (and crossreference to it), clinical indications, authority decisions and links related
to them.

IMGT/2Dstructure-DB on-line since 2001 contains 5056 entries of
which 3531 are IG with amino acid (AA) sequences from different
sources (2821 PDB, 374 INN, 336 Kabat). IMGT/2Dstructure-DB was
implemented on the model of IMGT/3Dstructure-DB in order to
manage AA sequences of multimeric receptors. The closest IMGT ®
genes and alleles (identified for each domain of a chain) and the
complementarity determining region (CDR)-IMGT lengths are
identified with the integrated IMGT/DomainGapAlign tool [5], which
aligns the AA sequences with the IMGT/DomainDisplay AA domain
reference sequences [1]. The IMGT reference sequences are acquired
by all the upstream work of manual biocuration.

Using 'Domains and sequence
alignment' in 'Display results' it
is possible to compare all CDRIMGT of a selection of V
domains showing for each of
them the IMGT Colliers de
Perles [2], the three 3D loops
with the anchors at the bottom
in the same plane, and a CDRIMGT amino acid (AA) table,
with at the corresponding IMGT
numerotation positions, some
physical properties and their
contacts
(inter
and
intra
chains). This may help to
compare the characteristics of
the same V domain (in terms of
their amino acid sequence) in
two different complexes: free
of target or bound to one (for
instance IMGT/mAb-ID 462).

IMGT Collier de Perles

CDR1-IMGT

The relational diagram illustrates the part of the data model (both the
Java classes in the implementation of IMGT/mAb-DB and the relational
database schema using mapping technology) that handles the receptor
identification as a linear syntactical construction using terms (basic
lexicon) and operators. This enable to formulate all the receptor
indentifications present in the database and to face the new ones in a
standardized way.

Three-dimensional
(3D)
representation of two Fab (4np4) of
bezlotoxumab in complex with a
target (Clostridium difficile toxin B)
(Fc are not in the 3D structure).
The heavy chain fragment (VH and
CH1) and the light chain (V-KAPPA
and C-KAPPA) of each Fab are in
pink and green, respectively.

CDR2-IMGT

CDR3-IMGT

The illustration is given by '3D visualization with Jmol' of
IMGT/3Dstructure-DB showing the 'Complex colored by chains and CDRs'
with 'spacefill' view for one couple VH and VL and a 'meshribbon' view
with 'amino acid type' coloration for the target.

CDR-IMGT amino acid (AA) table

IMGT standard definition
Data coming from IMGT/mAb-DB and IMGT/2Dstructure-2D involved in
the composition of the sentences of the IMGT standard definition of an
antibody includes: specificity, receptor identification, chain
identification, positions of domains and disulfide bridges, mutations and
the closest IMGT® V and J genes and alleles of the amino acid
sequences, CDR-IMGT lengths, amino acids changes (polymorphic,
including allotypes [6], or engineered).

immunoglobulin G1-kappa, anti-[Clostridium difficile
toxin B)], Homo sapiens monoclonal antibody;
gamma1 heavy chain (1-449) [Homo sapiens VH
(IGHV5-51*01 (94.9%) -(IGHD)-IGHJ3*02 (93.8%)
[8.8.12] (1-119) -IGHG1*03, G1m3, nG1m1 (CH1
R120 (216) (120-217), hinge (218-232), CH2
(233-342), CH3 E12 (358), M14 (360) (343-447),
CHS (448-449)) (120-449)], (222-215')-disulfide
with kappa light chain (1'-215') [Homo sapiens VKAPPA (IGKV3-20*01 (100%) -IGKJ1*01(100%))
[7.3.9] (1'-108') - IGKC*01 Km3 A45.1 (154), V101
(192) (109'-215')];
dimer (228-228'':231-231'')-bisdisulfide
IMGT gene and allele names [2] in black (V,C) or brown (J). Information on allotypes [6] in
green. CDR-IMGT lengths [2] in red.

Diversity of formats
The IMGT® standard definition of an antibody can
be generated from the IMGT® annoted data for the
IG entered in both databases, whatever its format
(complete IgG, Fab, F(ab')2, scFv..) and whatever
its species (Homo sapiens, Mus musculus, chimeric,
humanized...).
In
the
format
description,
parentheses or brackets grouping (for seriesparallel, respectively) are shown with an optional
number suffix (including 1 in specific cases), and
two combinators '-' and '_' for fusion and covalent
association between different chains of receptor.

Conclusion & Perspectives
The main syntactical expressions are necessary and sufficient to provide a standardized IMGT ® definition schema for any antibody or related receptor type at the receptor, chain, domain, and AA level.
Amino acid changes in the IGHG constant regions of the IG heavy chains, either polymorphic (including allotypes) [6], or engineered to modify the effector properties (ADCC, ADCP, CDC, half-life) or to
obtain bispecific (knobs-into-holes) therapeutic monoclonal antibodies, are described using the IMGT unique numbering for C domain (Cambon M., Sasorith S. and Lefranc M.-P., http://www.imgt.org/
IMGTeducation/Tutorials/IGandBcells/_UK/IGproperties/Tableau3.html).
The IMGT standard definition of an antibody is, per se, a paradigm for any other protein, receptor or ligand, natural, engineered or synthetic. Indeed, antibodies are widely used in clinical applications
and for therapeutic purposes owing to their high level of specificity and affinity and to their structure in domains well fitted for antibody engineering and very diverse novel formats.
Implementation of Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques in a Java tool will be considered in order to generate the definition as automatically and accurately as possible.
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